President Pritchett was called out of town, and thus was unable to speak at last week's meeting of the Y. M. C. A. Mr. Drew, who is now closing a successful year as intercollegiate secretary, gave an outline of the work for next year.

The crew of 1905 did not row last week, owing to the wind and the fact that the oars did not arrive. Practice has been resumed this week on the Charles River.

A week ago last Wednesday, in the Political Economy lecture, was probably the last time that Professor Ripley will address any of the larger classes at the Institute. At the close of the lecture Dr. Ripley thanked the students present, and through them the entire student body, for the invariable consideration and attention which he had received from the students.

'04 Technique Electoral Committee.

The Electoral Committee have elected to date all except the business staff of the '04 Technique board. The board so far elected is as follows: Associate Editors, Fremmer, Eastman and Atkins; Athletic Editor, C. L. Homer; Society Editor, G. Bouscarne; Statisticians, G. Powell and A. Sweet.

Florence: — That young Freshly Fiver called me "Flossy" immediately after being introduced.

Puss: — What did you do?

Florence: — I retaliated and called him down. — Columbia Jester.